TE VEGA REUNION # 2
Hopkins Marine Station of Stanford University,
Pacific Grove, California - Saturday April 18, 2009

8:30 - 10:00 a.m.  Morning Social with Breakfast (juice, bagels, coffee) in the Agassiz Building, room 11.

10:00 – Noon  Boat Works lecture room.
Welcome to the Reunion – Vicki Pearse
Welcome to Hopkins Marine Station – Joe Wible
Introduction to Stanford@Sea and SEA – Barbara Block & Phil Sacks
Open-mike time for Te Vega, to share pictures & stories.
  Allow ~10 min/cruise or 5 min/person.

Noon - 2:00 p.m.  Picnic Lunch on the Point.

2:00 - 3:30  in the Boat Works lecture room.
More Te Vega pictures & stories. Time for stories or history from other parts of Te Vega history and for alums of Stanford@SEA (~5 minutes per person). Discuss ideas for Stanford programs, future plans, a website, or whatever inspires you.

3:30  Tour of Hopkins Marine Station, view tuna lab, gaze at Monterey Bay, etc.
5:30  BBQ Dinner on the Point.

Representing 15 Cruises of the Te Vega:
Cruise 1: Robert Beeman, Paul Schroeder
Cruise 3: Karl Mauzey, Mary Rice
Cruise 5: Dick Barber, Margaret Bradbury, John Ogden, Vicki Buchsbaum Pearse
Cruise 6: Dan Cohen, John Pearse, Ben Richards
Cruise 8: Vida Kenk
Cruise 10: Margaret Bradbury
Cruise 11: Armand Kuris
Cruise 12: Margaret Bradbury, Bob Lea, Richard Parrish
Cruise 13: Dick Dugdale, Pete Richerson, Jerry Norton
Cruise 14: Jerry Norton
Cruise 16: Bruce Robison, Jerry Norton
Cruise 17: Michel Anctil, Dick Barber, Alan Baldridge, Jerry Norton
Cruise 18: George Evans, Judy Terry Smith
Cruise 19: Margaret Bradbury
Cruise 20: John Pearse, Bruce Robison

Stanford@SEA classes (students will be present) & the Sea Education Association faculty: 2009, 2007, 2005

Attention:
Harbor-seal pupping season is in full swing on both the Agassiz & West beaches. Please stay away from the beaches and avoid disturbing the seals, keeping a low profile.

Group photo for all Te Vega people:
At noon, before going to lunch, please gather on the steps of the Agassiz Building for a group photo.